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Abstract. Classical Turbo code suffers from high error
floor due to its small Minimum Hamming Distance (MHD).
Newly-proposed 3D-Turbo code can effectively increase the
MHD and achieve a lower error floor by adding a rate-1
post encoder. In 3D-Turbo codes, part of the parity bits from
the classical Turbo encoder are further encoded through the
post encoder. In this paper, a novel Bit-Interleaved Coded
Modulation (BICM) system is proposed by combining rotated mapping Quadrature Amplitude Modulation (QAM)
and 3D-Turbo code to improve the Bit Error Rate (BER)
performance of 3D-Turbo code over Raleigh fading channel.
A key-bit protection scheme and a Two-Dimension (2D) iterative soft demodulating-decoding algorithm are developed
for the proposed BICM system. Simulation results show that
the proposed system can obtain about 0.8-1.0 dB gain at BER
of 10−6 , compared with the existing BICM system with Gray
mapping QAM.

Keywords
3D-Turbo code, rotated mapping, Bit-Interleaved Coded
Modulation (BICM), key-bit protection, 2D iterative
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1. Introduction
In 1993, Claude Berrou invented Turbo code, which is
one of Shannon-limit approaching channel codes [1]. Due to
its excellent convergence performance in the waterfall region,
it has been adopted in many communication standards, such
as Consultative Committee for Space Data Systems (CCSDS),
Third Generation Partnership Project (3GPP) communication system, Digital Video Broadcasting (DVB), IEEE
802.16, etc. Unfortunately, Turbo code suffers from high
error floor for its small MHD. Newly-proposed 3D-Turbo
code effectively increases the MHD and achieves a lower error floor by adding a rate-1 post encoder. In 3D-Turbo codes,
part of parity bits from the classical Turbo encoder are further
encoded through the post encoder. In this paper, we consider
the improvement of BER performance of 3D-Turbo code over
Rayleigh fading channels.
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In [2], periodic time-varying convolutional code is selected to construct post-encoder to improve the extrinsic information from pre-decoder to the two soft-input-soft-output
(SISO) decoder. By this means, the convergence threshold of
3D-Turbo code is lowered. A novel joint coded modulation
scheme combining 3D-Turbo code and high-order QAM is
proposed to decrease the loss of convergence in [3]. In that
scheme, the technique of unequal-error protection is utilized,
where the bits with high protection capability in Gray mapping are used to transmit the key bits of 3D-Turbo codes, such
as the systematic bits and the post-encoded parity bits.
In [4] and [5], a rotated mapping scheme is proposed,
whose constellation can be obtained by rotating the Graymapping constellation with a given angle. By the rotation, the signal diversity is achieved [6]; as a result, the
performance over Rayleigh fading channel is effectively improved [7]. In this paper, a BICM architecture is constructed
by combining 3D-Turbo code and rotated mapping QAM.
And then, a key-bit protection scheme and a 2D soft iterative demodulating-decoding algorithm are proposed for the
BICM architecture. The proposed techniques are proved
to improve the BER performance of 3D-Turbo code over
Rayleigh fading channel.
In [8], a novel and theoretical framework for the twodimensional iterative detection is proposed, which fully utilizes the correlation between neighboured pixels to improve
the BER performance. Dr. Keith proposed an adaptive softinput soft-Output algorithm for iterative detection with parametric uncertainty [9]. Then the algorithm was applied
to joint equalization-decoding for trellis-based codes over
frequency-selective channels. In our paper, we will consider the two-dimensional iterative processing combining
3D-Turbo codes and rotated mapping QAM. Our consideration is not involved in the above literatures.
The rest of this paper is organized as follows. Sections 2 and 3 briefly review the 3D-Turbo codes and the
rotated mapping. Section 4 develops the key-bit protection
scheme for rotated mapping. The soft demodulation of QAM
is discussed with the a prior information from 3D-Turbo decoder in Sec. 5. In Sec. 6, a novel BICM system combining
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3D-Turbo code and rotated mapping QAM is proposed to
improve the BER performance over Rayleigh fading channel.
Simulation results and conclusions are provided in Sec. 7 and
8, respectively.

2. 3D Turbo Codes
A 3D turbo encoder in [10] is depicted in Fig. 1. Compared with the classical Turbo encoder, a fraction λ of the
parity bits from the constituent encoders, RSC1 and RSC2,
are grouped by a Parallel-to-Serial (P/S) multiplexer, permuted by a permutation π 0, and encoded by a rate-1 convolutional post encoder whose output is denoted by W. The
newly-added post encoder can help to decorrelate the extrinsic information from the constituent decoders of the classical
Turbo decoder, which lowers down the error floor. In original references, λ is defined as the permeability rate and very
simple regular permeability patterns are usually applied.
As shown in Fig. 2, the 3D Turbo decoder is comprised of a classical Turbo decoder and a pre-decoder corresponding to the post-encoder; the extrinsic information is
exchanged among them. The classical iterative Turbo decoding principle is still feasible for 3D Turbo decoder. First, the
pre-decoder is activated to feed the classical Turbo decoder
with extrinsic information about the post-encoded parity bits.
The two SISO decoders of classical Turbo decoder exchange
extrinsic information about the systematic bits. They also
provide the pre-decoder with extrinsic information about the
post-encoded parity bits. The decoding process continues
iteratively until all constituent decoders have converged, or
a maximum number of iterations has been performed.

3. Rotated Mapping
Rotated mapping is a kind of modulation diversity techniques implemented by rotating the constellation of classical
mapping QAM [4], [6]. By the rotation, the number of different amplitudes on I and Q axes is increased, and then the
modulation diversity degrees are maximized.

3.1 Classical Gray Mapping QAM
In this part, we take 16-QAM as an example to review
the classical Gray mapping QAM as shown in Fig. 3. A point
of 16-QAM can be mapped by a 4-bit sequence, (b0 b1 b2 b3 ),
where b0 b2 and b1 b3 correspond to the coordinates on I and
Q axis, respectively. 10, 11, 01 and 00 of bit pair b0 b2 are
mapped into the real coordinate of the point with value −3,
−1, +1 and +3, respectively. Bit pair b1 b3 has the same mapping relationship to construct the imaginary coordinate of the
point. To normalized the transmitted power, the coordinates
need multiplying a factor according to modulation order [12].
Finally, the normalized coordinates are modulated and added
up to form transmitted QAM symbols.

3.2 Implementation of Rotated Mapping
The constellation of rotated mapping QAM can be constructed by rotating the classical constellation of Gray mapping QAM with a certain angle. Figure 4 shows the constellation of rotated mapping 16-QAM originating from classical
constellation of Gray mapping 16-QAM, where α is the optimized rotation angle as analyzed in next subsection.
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Let G = (u0, · · · , u N −1 ) be N symbols of Gray mapping
Q
I
QAM, where un = uIn + juQ
n , un = Re(un ) and un = Im(un ),
for n = 0, · · · , N − 1. Further let α be the rotation angle, and
thus the rotation matrix, R, can be constructed as
!
cos α sin α
R=
.
(1)
− sin α cos α
Let P = (p0, · · · , p N −1 ) be the symbols of rotated
mapping QAM corresponding to G. The n-th symbol,
pn = pnI + j pnQ , where pnI = Re(pn ) and pnQ = Im(pn ) are
calculated as
!
!
pnI
uIn
=
R
×
.
(2)
pnQ
uQ
n
For rotated mapping, we always expect the symbols on I and
Q axes experience independent fading to minimize the symbol
error rate (SER) over fading channel. Generally, a combination of the symbols on I axis and the interleaved symbols on
Q axis can achieve independent fading for these two symbols.
For this purpose, cyclic shift of the symbols on Q axis, pnQ , is
usually and easily implemented. Assuming K-symbol cyclic
shift of the symbols on Q axis, we can construct the complex
transmitted symbols, X = (x 0, x 1, · · · , x N −1 ), from P, as
( I
pn + j pQN −K+n for n = 0, · · · , K − 1
x n=
.
(3)
Q
pnI + j pn−K
for n = K, · · · , N − 1

Q NI

Y

NY

NX
NQ

a
X
O

Fig. 5. The transformation of received noise between IOQ and
XOY coordinate systems.

be adopted for rotated mapping QAM. First of all, we address the statistics of the noise under the rotated mapping
coordinate system.
Figure 5 shows the transformation of received noise between IOQ and XOY coordinate systems, where IOQ and
XOY coordinate systems denote the coordinate system for
Gray mapping and rotated mapping, respectively. NI and
NQ denote the noise on I and Q axes, respectively, which
are independent and identically distributed (i.i.d) and both
N (0, σn2 ) distributed. Let NX and NY be the noises on X and
Y axes. The synthetic noise, z = NI + j NQ , is a zero mean circular symmetric complex Gaussian noise (ZMCSCGN) and
CN (0, 2σn2 ) distributed. From the transformation as shown
in Fig. 5, NX and NY can be calculated from NI and NQ as

3.3 Optimization of Rotation Angle

NX =NI cos α + NQ sin α,

The demodulation performance for rotated mapping depends on the rotation angle. In [6], the rotation angle is optimized for DVB-T2 standard [12] in terms of maximizing the
minimum L-product distance. The optimized rotation angles
for QPSK and 16-QAM are 29.0◦ and 16.8◦ , respectively [6],
[12]. Although these angles are optimized to a specific fading
channel, rotated mapping QAM with them over other fading
channels still outperforms classical Gray mapping QAM, as
shown in [5]. Therefore, in the later discussion, we use the
optimized angles for different modulations listed in [6], [12].

NY =NI sin α + NQ cos α.

4.1 Unequal Error Protection of Rotated Mapping QAM
For Gray mapping QAM, different bits have different
error performance, which is also called unequal error protection (UEP) [14]. In the following part, we will validate
the rotated mapping QAM also has the UEP capability.
While the constellation of rotated mapping QAM is generated by rotating the constellation of Gray mapping QAM
with an angle, decision thresholds for rotated mapping QAM
can be obtained by rotating the decision thresholds for Gray
mapping QAM with the same angle. Therefore, UEP can

(4)

And thus, the expected value and variance of NX can be
calculated as
E (NX )=0,


Var (NX )=E NI2 cos2 α + 2NI NQ cos α sin α + NQ2 sin2 α
 

=E NI2 cos2 α + E 2NI NQ cos α sin α
 
+ E NQ2 sin2 α
=σn2 .

4. Key-Bit Protection

I

(5)

Similarly, we can obtain the expected value and variance
of NY as
E (NY ) = 0 and Var (NY ) = σn2 .

(6)

From (4), (5) and (6), the noise mapping to the rotated
coordinate system, XOY, is still Gaussian distributed with
zero mean and variance σn2 , that is, NX, NY ∼ N (0, σn2 ).
The above derivation and conclusion also validate the ZMCSCGN characteristics of z = NI + j NQ .
For rotated mapping QAM in Fig. 4, the constellation
and the coordinate system are both rotated with an angle α,
and thus the bits for X and Y axes are mapped into real and
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According to (7), (8), (9) and (10), the total probability
of error decision for b2 is given by
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Fig. 6. The transformation of received noise between IOQ and
XOY coordinate systems.

imaginary parts of the constellation point in XOY coordinate
system independently as the mapping relation in IOQ coordinate system [15]. In this case, we only analyze the error
characteristics for X axis. All conclusions for X axis can be
directly extended to those for Y axis. Here we take the error
characteristics for X axis of rotated mapping 16-QAM as an
example, which can be illustrated as Fig. 6.
From Fig. 6, we can ﬁnd that the decision threshold of
b0 is Y axis, that is, X =√0, while the decision

√ threshold
√ of
b2 is the line of X = ±2/ 10. pnX, pnY ∈ ±1/ 10, ±3/ 10
denote the transformed coordinates of the n-th transmitted
symbol pn on X and Y axes, respectively, which are just
the rotated√ version of pn with rotated angle α. Assuming
pnX = +3/ 10, the probability of error decision for b0 can be
expressed as


Pe b0 |pnX

√ 
= +3/ 10 =

√

0
−∞

√



=Q √

1

2πσn

3

10σn

e

−

( x−3/ 10) 2
2
2σ n

dx

,

(7)

where the error function Q(x) is deﬁned as Q(x) =
 +∞ t 2
√1
e− 2 dt.
x
2π

Similarly, when other symbols are transmitted, the probability of error decision for b0 can be calculated as


Pe b0 |pnX

√  
= −3/ 10 =

+∞
0


=Q √

√

1

e
√
2πσn

3

−

( x+3/ 10) 2
2
2σ n

dx
(8)

10σn

and

√  
X
Pe b0 |pn = ±1/ 10 =

(
−
1
e
√
2πσn
0


1
.
=Q √
10σn
+∞

√
2
x+1/ 10
2
2σ n




 Q √ 3
 Q √ 5
, we have
As Q √ 1
10σn
10σn
10σn
Pe (b0 )  Pe (b2 ). Similarly, for Y axis, we have Pe (b1 ) 
Pe (b3 ).
From the previous derivation, it can be concluded that
b0 and b1 have better error protection capabilities than b2 and
b3 for rotated mapping 16-QAM.

4.2 Key-Bit Protection for 3D-Turbo Codes
As analyzed in [2], among the bits of 3D-Turbo codes,
the systematic bits directly corresponding to the source bits
and the post-encoded parity bits have important inﬂuence
on the error performance. The extrinsic information of the
post-encoded bits is transferred between Turbo decoder and
pre-decoder. Some error propagation emerging on these extrinsic information will result in signiﬁcant degradation of
performance. Consequently, these two types of bits need
protecting. Based on the UEP capability of rotated mapping
QAM in Sec. 4.1, we develop a key-bit protection scheme
described as follows.
(1) seek the bits with high error protection capability for
rotated mapping QAM through the same derivation in
Sec. 4.1;
(2) extract the key bits from 3D-Turbo code, such as systematic bits and the post-encoded parity bits [2];
(3) arrange the key bits extracted in Step (2) in the positions
where the bits for rotated mapping QAM have high error
protection capability as sought in Step (1). For example,
when considering rotated mapping 16-QAM, b0 and b2
can be used to transmit the key bits, such as systematic
bits and the post-encoded bits, while b1 and b3 can be
done to transmit the other bits;
(4) conﬁgure this arrangement as the interleaver pattern, π,
of our proposed BICM system, described in Sec. 6.

)

dx
(9)

5. Soft Demodulation of QAM over
Rayleigh Fading Channel

When the probabilities for the transmitted symbols are
equal, the total probabilities of error decision for b0 is given
by



 
1
1
3
.
+Q √
(10)
Q √
Pe (b0 ) =
2
10σn
10σn

In this paper, we will construct the BICM system in
Section 6 by combining 3D-Turbo code and rotated mapping
QAM. Therefore, QAM demodulator needs to provide loglikelihood ratio (LLR) information of each bit for 3D-Turbo
decoder. Thus hard demodulation of QAM no longer applies. In this section, based on MAP algorithm [5], we will
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P
derive the soft demodulation of QAM over Rayleigh fading
channel without or with a priori information from 3D-Turbo
decoder.

LLR (bi ) = ln P

5.1 Rayleigh Channel

y = ρx + z

(12)

where ρ denotes the Rayleigh fading coefficient, and the additive noise z is CN (0, 2σn2 ) with the variance σn2 for the
noise on both I and Q axes.
At receiver, if the fading coefficient ρ is perfectly estimated and the transmitted symbol x is known, the conditional
probability density function (PDF) of a given received symbol y is expressed as [16]
2

xk
1 − ky−ρ
2
2σ n
e
.
P (y|x, ρ) =
2πσn2

(13)

5.2 Classical Soft Demodulation of QAM without A Priori Information
For M-QAM (M = 2m ), a constellation point can be
mapped by an n-bit sequence. Let (b0, · · · , bm−1 ) be the
bit sequence corresponding to any constellation point of MQAM, x. With the received symbol y, from total probability
formula, the probability of deciding bit bi (i = 0, · · · , m − 1)
as a ∈ {0, 1}, P(bi = a|y), can be calculated by summing
up the probability of each transmitting constellation point
whose corresponding bit bi is a. Therefore, P(bi = a|y) can
be given by
P (bi = a|y) =

X

P (x|y)

x ∈χai

=

X

P (y|x) · P (x) /P (y)

(14)

x ∈χai

where χia denotes the constellation point set where the i-th
bit corresponding to each constellation point is a, P(y) and
P(x) are the probabilities of received symbol y and transmitted symbol x, respectively. P(y) is a constant for a given
received symbol. For demodulation without a priori information, all symbols are assumed to be transmitted with equal
probability. In this case, we have P (x) = 1/2m = 1/M.
For soft demodulation of QAM, if received symbol is
y, the LLR of the i-th bit, bi , can be calculated as [17]

P (y|x) · P (x)

x ∈χ0i

P

In a mobile communication environment, signals are
usually assumed to be propagated over Rayleigh fading channel. Over this channel, the transmitted symbol x will experience both multiplication noise and additive noise, and the
received symbol y can be formulated as

P (y|x) · P (x)

x ∈χ1i

− ky−ρ2x k

2

− ky−ρ2x k

2

e

x ∈χ1i

= ln

P

e

(15)

2σ n

.

2σ n

x ∈χ0i

Note that, P(x) in (14) and (15) are implicitly equivalent
to P(x|bi = a) due to the valid set χia .

5.3 Soft Demodulation of QAM with A Priori
Information
If the a priori information about the transmitted symbol
is available, the performance of soft demodulation of QAM
can be significantly improved. In the subsection, we fully
utilize the extrinsic information about each transmitted bit,
provided by 3D-Turbo decoder, to compute the a priori information about the transmitted symbol. With the a priori
information, the soft demodulation can be implemented as
Fig. 7.
Let (a0, · · · , am−1 ) be the corresponding bit sequence
of a given transmitted symbol x, where ai ∈ {0, 1} for
i = 0, · · · , m − 1. If the i-th bit of bit sequence for x is
confirmed to be ai , the conditional probability of transmitting symbol x can be calculated as

P (x|bi = ai )=

m−1
Y

PTurbo (bl = al )

(16)

l=0,l,i

where PTurbo (bl = al ) (l = 0, · · · , m−1) denotes the posterior
probability of bl = al provided by 3D-Turbo decoder. For
the initial demodulation, no posterior probability of bl = al
can be applied. And thus, the probability of transmitted symbol x given bi = ai is assumed to be P (x|bi = ai ) = 1/2n
uniformly for i = 0, 1, · · · , m − 1.
For clarity, we still take the soft demodulation of 16QAM as an example to illustrated the computation of conditional probability PTurbo (bi = ai ). Denote Pi1 = PTurbo (bi =
1) and Pi0 = PTurbo (bi = 0) as the probabilities of the ith bit bi being 1 and 0, respectively. PTurbo (bi = 1) and
PTurbo (bi = 0) are derived from the extrinsic information
about bi output by 3D-Turbo decoder [11]. When calculating the probability of P(b0 = 1|y), the probabilities of all
transmitted symbols whose first bit b0 is 1, P (x|b0 = 1),
are required. Further assuming the bit sequence of transmitted symbol x̃ is (b0 b1 b2 b3 ) = (1010), the probability of
transmitting x̃ can be given as P ( x̃|b0 = 1) = P10 × P21 × P30
from (16).
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Combining the a priori information about the transmitted symbol in (16), we can re-formulate the LLR of the i-th
bit as
P
P (y|x) · P (x|bi = 1)

QAM, and the other bits output by 3D-Turbo encoder are
mapped to the rest bits in rotated mapping QAM.
To sum up, the procedure of the transmitter in the BICM
system can be described as follows:
(1) the information bits, U, are firstly encoded by 3D-Turbo
encoder to get 3D-Turbo code C;

x ∈χ1i

LLR (bi ) = ln P

x ∈χ0i

P
= ln

P (y|x) · P (x|bi = 0)
P (y|x) ·

x ∈χ1i

P
x ∈χ0i

n−1
Q
l=0,l,i

P (y|x) ·

n−1
Q
l=0,l,i

(2) the code C is then interleaved with Π to form transmitted sequence V;
!

PTurbo (bl = al )

(3) the transmitted sequence V is mapped into symbols X0
by modulator of rotated mapping QAM. The symbols
of X0 on I axis and the K cyclicly-shifted symbols of
X0 on Q axis are combined to form transmitted symbols
X = (x 0, x 1, · · · , x N −1 ), where N denotes the number
of transmitted symbols;

!.
PTurbo (bl = al )
(17)

6. A Novel BICM System Combining
3D-Turbo Code and Rotated Mapping QAM
As analyzed in [2], [3], [10] and [11], 3D-Turbo code
achieves good BER performance over AWGN channel. In this
section, we will propose a novel BICM system by combining 3D-Turbo code and rotated mapping QAM. In this
system, key-bit protection scheme and 2D iterative soft
demodulating-decoding algorithm are developed to improve
the BER performance of 3D-Turbo code over Rayleigh fading
channel.

6.1 Procedure for Transmitter
At transmitter, we adopted rotated mapping QAM with
cyclic shift and key-bit error protection scheme. The transmitter including 3D-Turbo encoder, bit interleaver and modulator of rotated mapping is shown as Fig. 8.
In Fig. 8, the modules connected by broken line represent the operations of classical Gray mapping QAM, while
those connected by full line represent the operations of rotated mapping QAM. In our proposed BICM transmitter, two
techniques are implemented. (1) To fulfill independent fading for the symbols on I and Q axes, the symbols on Q axis are
cyclicly shifted with K symbols as described in Sec. 3.2. (2)
To realize key-bit protection, a new bit interleaver is devised
as Π in Sec. 4. With bit interleaver, Π, the key bits, such
as systematic bits and post-encoded bits, are loaded by the
bits with high error protection capability in rotated mapping

(4) the transmitted symbols, X, are finally sent into channel
for transmission.

6.2 Procedure for Receiver
At receiver, we propose a 2D iterative soft
demodulating-decoding algorithm to achieve BER performance improvement, which can be illustrated as Fig. 9. The
modules for classical Gray mapping QAM connected with
broken line are also included in Fig. 9.
From Fig. 9, when 2D iterative soft demodulatingdecoding algorithm is implemented, the demodulator of rotated mapping QAM utilizes the extrinsic information provided by 3D-Turbo decoder to compute the a priori probability of each transmit symbol and does soft demodulation; and
the 3D-Turbo decoder takes the LLR information for each bit
output by demodulator as soft input to fulfill SISO decoding
procedure. The iterative information exchange benefits the
performance improvement. In summary, 2D iterative detection in Fig. 9 represents the iteration inside 3D-Turbo decoder
and iteration between soft QAM demodulator and 3D Turbo
decoder.
P(V; I )

P ( C; O )
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Y
Q
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Mapping QAM

Bit DeInterleaver
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Fig. 9. BICM receiver with 3D-Turbo encoder and rotated mapping.
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Let Y = (y0, y1, · · · , y N −1 ) be the received symbols at
receiver corresponding to X.

Therefore, the conditional PDF of pn given the received
symbols Y can be calculated as
P(pn |Y)=P(x In + j x Q
n0 |Y)

Due to cyclic shift with K symbols for rotated mapping
QAM, the symbols on I and Q axes for the same constellation
point experience different fading of the channel. Therefore,
the soft demodulation in (17) must be modified. Considering
the transmitted complex symbols in (3), the received complex
symbols at time n(0 ≤ n ≤ N − 1) can be denoted as


yn = ρn x n + z n = ρn x In + j x Q
(18)
n + zn

=P(x In |Y)P(x Q
n0 |Y)
Q
=P(x In | ỹnI )P(x Q
n0 | ỹn0 )

=
=

xQ
n

where x In = Re(x n ),
= Im(x n ) and z n represents a ZMCSCGN with PDF CN (0, 2σn2 ).

=

From (18), we have
ỹn =

zn
yn
= x In + j x Q
.
n +
ρn
ρn

(19)

∼ N 0,
SCGN z̃ n ∼ CN 0, kρ k 2 , we have
n
Divide (19) into real and imaginary parts as

kρn k 2

Q
ỹnQ = x Q
n + z̃ n .

(20)

In this paper, the fading coefficient, ρn , is assumed to
be perfectly estimated. In this case, from (19) and based
on the statistics of z̃ nI and z̃ nQ , the conditional PDFs can be
expressed as
P( ỹnI |x In )

k ρn k − (
=√
e
2πσn

I −x I
ỹ n
n

) 2 kρ n k2

2
2σ n

(21)

and


k ρn k −
e
P( ỹnQ |x Q
n) = √
2πσn


Q Q 2
ỹ n −x n kρ n k 2
2
2σ n

,

(22)

respectively.
From (3) in Section 3.2, we can find the inverse relationship between P and X as
pn = x In + j x Q
n0

(23)

xQ
n0

= Re(x n ),
= Im(x n0 ) and
(
n + K,
if 0 ≤ n ≤ N − 1 − K
n0 =
.
n + K − N, if N − K ≤ n ≤ N − 1

where

x In

=

.

ỹnI = x In + z̃ nI ,

(24)

Here, pn denotes the symbol of rotated mapping QAM
without cyclic shift.

P( ỹnI |x In )P( ỹnQ0 |x Q
n0 )
P( ỹnI )P( ỹnQ0 )

w ∈χ

n

z̃ nI , z̃ nQ

P( ỹnI )P( ỹnQ0 )

· P(x In )P(x Q
n0 )
· P(pn ).

(25)

P( ỹnI )=P(yn ) = P(yn, χ)
X
X
=
P(yn, w) =
P(yn |w)P(w)

denotes the amplitude of a complex. Further let ỹnI = Re( ỹn ),
ỹnQ = Im( ỹn ), z̃ nI  = Re( z̃ n ) and z̃ nQ = Im( z̃ n ). For ZMC
σn2

P( ỹnI |x In )P( ỹnQ0 |x Q
n0 )

In (25), P( ỹnI ) and P( ỹnQ0 ) are included. In the following
part, we will derive the PDF of ỹnI as

In (19), due to the circular characteristics of z n , z̃ n = ρznn


2σ 2
is still a ZMCSCGN and thus z̃ n ∼ CN 0, kρ nk 2 where k · k

2σn2

Q Q
Q
P( ỹnI |x In )P(x In ) P( ỹn0 |x n0 )P(x n0 )
·
P( ỹnI )
P( ỹnQ0 )

w ∈χ
2
− ky n −ρ n2 w k
2σ n

* 1 e
2
w ∈χ , 2πσ n
X

· P(w) +
-

(26)

where the first equation is based on the reality that ỹnI includes
all the information of yn when ρn is perfectly estimated and
χ denotes the whole constellation. Actually, in (26), the
summation is implemented for all the constellation points.
As the derivation in (26), we can obtain the PDF of ỹnQ
as
2

P( ỹnQ )

ky n −ρ n w k
* 1 e− 2σn2
· P(w) +.
=
2
w ∈χ , 2πσ n
-

X

(27)

From (26) and (27), we can conclude that all P( ỹnI ) and
are identical for n = 0, 1, · · · , N − 1.

P( ỹnQ )

As (17), with (21), (22), (25) and the conclusion of identical PDFs of ỹnI and ỹnQ , we can calculate the LLR as (28) in
the 8-th page. In (28), pn denotes the symbol without cyclic
shift, pnI = Re(pn ), pnQ = Im(pn ), and the a priori probability
of pn , P(pn |bi = a)(a ∈ {0, 1}), can be computed as (16).
In the end, the procedure of the receiver in the proposed
BICM system can be concluded as follows:
(1) initialize the a priori information of the demodulator of
rotated mapping QAM, PTurbo (bl = al ) = 1/2;
(2) cyclicly shift the symbols on I axis by K symbols to
align the symbols on Q axis. The cyclicly-shifted symbols on I axis and the symbols on Q axis are transferred
into the demodulator of rotated mapping QAM to compute the LLR information of the transmitted sequence
V, P(V; O), with (28) in the 8-th page;
(3) deinterleave P(V; O) according to bit interleaver Π and
get the soft input of 3D-Turbo decoder, P(C; I);
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( ỹ nI −p In ) 2 kρ n k2 + ỹ nQ0 −p Qn


P
LLR (bi ) = ln

pn ∈χ1i

kρn k kρn0 k −
e
2πσn2

pn ∈χ0i

kρn k kρn0 k −
e
2πσn2

kρ n0 k 2

· P (pn |bi = 1)

2
2σ n

( ỹ nI −p In ) 2 kρ n k2 + ỹ nQ0 −p Qn


P

2

2

.

(28)

kρ n0 k 2

· P (pn |bi = 0)

2
2σ n

0

(4) initialize the a priori information of the 3D-Turbo decoder, P(U; I) = 0; 3D-Turbo decodes P(C; I) to get
the LLR information of the information bit U, P(U; O),
and the extrinsic information of the encoded codes C,
P (C; O), according to the algorithms in [11];

10

Gray Mapping QAM
Rotated Mapping QAM
−1

10

−2

(5) as long as the iteration counter reaches the configured maximum iterations, stop the 2D iterative soft
demodulating-decoding algorithm and output the estimated information bits by hard decision of P(U; O);
otherwise, compute PTurbo (bl = al ) according to (16)
with the interleaved P (C; O), and feed P(V; I) composed by PTurbo (bl = al ) to the demodulator as its a priori information of each transmitted symbol, and return
to Step (2).
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Fig. 10. Soft demodulation performance of Gray mapping and
rotated mapping QAM over Rayleigh fading channel
without considering channel coding.

Note that, to reduce the operations and save computation
time, the iterations of demodulating can be set to be less than
those of 3D-Turbo decoding. In the initial several iterations,
the 2D iterative soft demodulating-decoding algorithm keeps
working. However, in the following iterations, maintain the
previous output of demodulator, P(V; O), as the soft input of
3D-Turbo decoder. In the latter case, the demodulator is not
included in the iterative procedure. This configuration can be
proved to have little influence on the performance in Sec. 7.
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7. Simulation Results and Analysis
In this section, some simulation results are presented to
validate the improvement of BER performance. The simulation parameters are listed in Tab. 1. Due to perfect estimation
of fading channel, the number of cyclicly-shifted symbols is
set to be K = 1, without loss of generality.
Figure 10 compares the soft demodulation performance
of Gray mapping and rotated mapping QAM over Rayleigh
fading channel without considering channel coding. The rotated mapping QAM can increase the signal diversity, and
the received symbols on both I and Q axes can provide information for demodulator while only the received symbol
on I or Q axis can offer information in Gray mapping QAM.
Therefore, compared with classical Gray mapping QAM, rotated mapping QAM have better BER performance and can
obtain about 7 dB gain at BER = 10−4 over Rayleigh fading
channel.
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Fig. 11. Performance of different coded-modulation schemes
over AWGN channel.

Figure 11 shows performance comparison between
Gray mapping QAM and Rotation mapping QAM and validates the improvement of key-bit protection over AWGN
channel. In this comparison, no iterative demodulatingdecoding algorithm is considered.
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Type
QAM

3D-Turbo code

Channel

Parameter
Order
Rotation angle
Symbols of cyclic shift
Length of information bits
Rate
Permeability rate
Polynomials of Turbo encoder
Polynomials of post-encoder
Interleaver of Turbo encoder π
Interleaver of post-encoder π 0
Decoding algorithm
Number of iterations
Channel estimation

Configuration
Rotated mapping 16-QAM
16.8◦
K =1
L = 570
R = 13
λ = 14
(15, 13)8
(5, 4)8
interleaver in [18]
interleaver in [19] (L 0 = 23, i 0 = 11)
Max-LogMAP
10
Perfect

Tab. 1. Parameter configuration for simulations.

To highlight the superiority of our proposed scheme,
we construct three BICM systems by combining 3D-Turbo
code with Gray-mapped QAM, rotated mapping QAM without iterative processing, and rotated mapping QAM with
2D iterative soft demodulating-decoding algorithm, respectively. These three systems all adopt the key-bit protection
scheme. The BER performance of the three systems is compared in Fig. 12.
From Fig. 12, the BICM system with rotated mapping
QAM has almost the same performance as that with Gray
mapping QAM at low-medium SNRs (< 5.5 dB) while the
former obtains a few gain over the latter at high SNRs. For
BICM system with rotated mapping QAM, the improvement
at high SNRs benefits from the utilization of information
from both I and Q axes. Compared with these two system,
the BICM system with rotated mapping QAM and 2D iterative soft demodulating-decoding algorithm achieves a larger
gain of 0.8-1.0 dB at BER = 10−6 . In our proposed BICM
system, the a priori information from 3D-Turbo decoder can
increase the performance of demodulator. The improved

0
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10

−2

10

−3

10
BER

From Fig. 11, over AWGN channel, rotated mapping
QAM shows a little worse BER performance than Gray mapping QAM at low-medium SNRs (< 3.3 dB) while the former
outperforms the latter at high SNRs. Compared with Gray
mapping QAM, rotated mapping QAM achieves 0.2 dB gain
at BER = 10−5 . When key-bit protection scheme is considered, these two mapping QAMs have the same trend in terms
of BER performance and rotated mapping QAM achieves
0.3 dB gain at BER = 10−5 compared with Gray mapping
QAM. In total, the key-bit protection scheme slightly improves the performance of BICM system over AWGN channel. At high SNRs, rotated mapping QAM makes use of
high diversity from both I and Q axes to achieve better performance while Gray mapping QAM only uses the soft information from I or Q axis. However, at low-medium SNRs,
rotated mapping QAM suffers from noise pollution feasibly and has a little performance degradation due to smaller
distance between neighbor coordinates on I or Q axis.
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Fig. 12. Performance of different coded-modulation schemes
over Rayleigh fading channel.

LLRs from demodulator, in return, improve the BER performance of 3D-Turbo decoder. In general, the proposed scheme
can improve the BER performance.
However, the improvement of our proposed scheme is
at sacrifice of complexity and delay. Due to the adoption
of 3D Turbo codes and iterative processing of demodulator and decoder, the complexity of our scheme is surely increased. In [11], we have compared the complexity between
3D Turbo codes and classical Turbo codes. For typical parameters, 3D Turbo decoder requires 7.2 % more additions
and 17.3 % more comparison-selections than classical Turbo
decoder does. From that comparison, the complexity from
3D Turbo codes is not high. The iterative processing will
introduce little complexity for iteration control and some delay rather than prominent complexity. With the increasing
processing capability of modern processor, the complexity
may be solvable and out of question. Furthermore, when
some systems pursuit the BER improvement, the limited
complexity increase is worthwhile. Note that, some pipeline
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Fig. 13. Comparison of BER performance for different Turbo
codes.

or parallelized processing techniques can efficiently decrease
the delay.
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Fig. 14. The influence of different iterations on BER performance for 2D iterative demodulating-decoding algorithm.

8. Conclusion and Future Work

In Fig. 13, we compare the BER performance for 3DTurbo codes, parallel or serial concatenated Turbo codes with
considering key-bit protection and 2D iterative processing.
For parallel concatenated Turbo codes, the information bits
are the key bits, while the information bits for outer encoder
are the key bits for serial concatenated Turbo codes. From
Fig. 13, we can find prominent improvement of our proposed
scheme over the other two codes. Parallel concatenated Turbo
codes show worse performance due to their high error floor;
moreover, serial concatenated Turbo codes show even the
worst performance because half of the soft information fed
back to soft QAM demodulator are contributed only by inner
decoder rather than both inner and outer decoder.

To improve the BER performance over Rayleigh fading channel, a novel BICM system by combining 3D-Turbo
code and rotated mapping QAM has been proposed. A keybit protection scheme and a 2D iterative soft demodulatingdecoding algorithm have been developed for the proposed
system. The procedures for transmitter and receiver are devised in detail. Simulation results have shown our proposed
BICM system can achieve BER performance improvement,
which validate the feasibility of this proposed system. Considering the practical mobile communications, this system
will be of great value to engineering fields for high capacity
data transmission over fading channels.

For the 2D iterative soft demodulating-decoding algorithm in BICM system, we can set different iterations for 3DTurbo decoder and joint demodulating-decoding processing.
Denote iter1 and iter2 as the iterations for 3D-Turbo decoder and joint demodulating-decoding processing, respectively. Figure 14 shows the influence of different iterations
on BER performance for 2D iterative demodulating-decoding
algorithm.

In this paper, we have presented some simulation results and theoretical analysis. For straightforward scientific
contribution, implementation on a hardware platform and
evaluation of the proposed scheme on a practical channel are
still required. These works are full of challenges, such as
quantization of metrics, simplification of complicated operations, throughput improvement with pipeline techniques, and
trade-off of complexity and performance. We will consider
all the aspects as our future work and try to evaluate the
practical performance in an ideal or real radio channel.

From Fig. 14, when iter2 < iter1, iterations have a significant impact on system performance at low SNRs. However, with the increasing of SNR, the exchanging information between demodulator and decoder approaches constant
quickly and therefore proper reduction of iter2 will not influence the BER performance. For the non-iterative scheme,
no extrinsic information from 3D-Turbo decoder feeds into
demodulator. Compared with the non-iterative scheme, our
proposed 2D iterative scheme achieves a large gain at all
SNRs. In the implementation of practical system, we can
properly reduce iter2 to lower the complexity of BICM system while guaranteeing the performance.
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